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Over the course of our long experience 
in this field, we at Zanetti have 
developed innovative profile systems 
for curtain walls and facades.  We are 
pleased to propose these to you.

Our greatest 
fruits for you

Zanetti 
facades:
a different story.  

In 1961 Alfonso Zanetti began working for a 
company that manufactured door and window 
frames in aluminium and steel.
In 1971, having become manager of the installation 
teams, he decided to start his own business. He 
purchased the first extruded aluminium profiles 
available on the market and began manufacturing 
windows in a small workshop.
By the end of 1970s ZANETTI was among the few 
manufacturers in Italy to use profiles and accessories 
made exclusively in Germany.  Furthermore, the 
Company developed a profile system specifically for 
armoured windows and doors as used in banks. 
In the mid 1980s ZANETTI began manufacturing 
curtain walls: among other projects, we completed 
installations  of these for the two most important 
Coca-Cola plants in Italy.
During the following decade the Company was 
using all the main European profile systems, taking 
into account both their strengths and weaknesses.
At the beginning of the 21st Century, thanks to our 
innovative spirit and the experience gained on many 
projects, ZANETTI developed three different facade 
systems: ZA 52, ZA 90 and ZA RIV.
Simplicity of installation, excellence of performance, 
and elegant and modern design are the basis of 
ZANETTI FACADES. 

Our experience is at your service. 
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Aesthetics and performance,
 prestige and efficiency,

satisfying all requirements.

Construction means making the right 
choices. Surely a building with modern style 
and materials acquires more prestige and 
value. However, the architecture shall not be 
a one-way concept. Each solution should 
be modern, efficient and useful not only 
today but also tomorrow. I would not like 
to be taken by surprise later on with high 
maintenance costs and other problems.

The first impact of a building is represented 
by its design and the materials used for 
its architectural skin.  I need modern and 
flexible solutions that allow me to realise my 
ideas and concepts.  At the same time, my 
projects must guarantee excellence in terms 
of energy efficiency and comfort. This is the 
challenge I face daily.
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Solutions 
for all climates
Zanetti systems are adaptable to all requirements, in full 
respect of the environment and energy saving policies. 
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The emotion of purity

Clear parallel lines, bold shapes, no obstacles on the 
glass surface.
This is the effect of the ZA52SG structural glazing 
system. Glass has become a natural material.
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ZA 52SG: the “only glass” effect

ZA  52SG : excellence in performance

ZA  52SG : tailored solutions for every 

Contemporary architecture relies on light 
structures with clean, compact forms. Thanks 
to the “JUST CLICK®” fixing system the gap 
between glass panes is reduced to just 12 

mm and the glass edge is perfectly aligned 
with the edge of the aluminium frame.
Result: an “ONLY GLASS” view from both 
inside and out.  

The ZA 52SG system guarantees high thermal 
and acoustic insulation levels thanks to the 
constant research and development carried 
out by the Company. Profiles, gaskets, and 

accessories are developed together in order 
to create a high-insulation glazing system 
that plays an active part in improving energy 
efficiency and the level of comfort of the entire 

The ZA 52 system allows for a modern 
facade design with lines that are clean and 
simple, but without limiting the constructive 
possibilities of the architectural skin.  The ZA 
52SG system can be adapted with bespoke 

aluminium profiles, the integration of solar 
shading into the facade, and the installation 
of glass panes of over 800 kg in weight. Each 
project becomes unique and stands out from 
the crowd.



ANGOLO TUTTO VETRO
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NODO STANDARD

structural 
glazing facade

The ZA 52 system is a solution where “ONLY GLASS” 
surfaces are required. The reduced gap between 
glass panes (12 mm) and the alignment of the glass 
edge with the structural network produces a clean 
and modern design.

The smooth glass surface also means reduced 
maintenance costs: the smooth and continuous 
surface facilitates the flow of water; dirt, dust and 
pollution cannot gather on external aluminium profiles, 
and they are quickly washed away by rain and piped 
water. The facade is self-cleaning.

Beauty, however, shall not compromise performance. 
The ZA 52 system is the state of the art in terms 
of efficiency and flexibility and it is adaptable to the 
specific requirements of a project with bespoke 
solutions. Its window openings are characterised 
by double central gaskets that guarantee excellent 
resistance against noise, wind, and water infiltration.

Efficiency is the other key value of the ZA 52 system. 
Each component is optimised to simplify each step 
of the process: from design to production, from 
installation to maintenance.

ZA  52SG
performance
Air insulation    AE
Wind pressure 2000 Pa
Water insulation RE1050
Acoustic insulation Rw 47-50 dB 

features
Profile section  52mm
Gap between glasses 12 mm
Profile depth  Variable
Profile shape     Variable
Glass thickness 6-60 mm
Glass weight over 800 kg
Std polygon faces up to 5° 

1500x3200 mm  
110 mm

Ug 0,60 W/m2k
Ucw 0,85 W/m2k

Ug 1,00 W/m2k
Up 0,20 W/m2k

Ucw 0,66 W/m2K

12 mm gapGlass edge aligned 
with mullion

JUST CLICK® 
fixing technology

thermal parameters
Facade module
Profile depth

100% visible parts
Glass insulation
Total facade insulation

50% visible parts/spandrel parts
Glass insulation
Glasspanel insulation      
Total facade insulation

Insert of window with structural glass Glass corner Insert of door with structural glass

Hide away window in facade



Faculty of expression

Simple lines that intersect in a combination of modernity 
and constructive tradition.
Mark a stroke characterize a glass surface.
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ZA 52PC: the “only glass” effect

ZA  52PC : excellence in performance

ZA  52PC : tailored solutions for every 

Contemporary architecture relies on light 
structures with clean, compact forms. Thanks 
to the “JUST CLICK®” fixing system the gap 
between glass panes is reduced to just 12 

mm and the glass edge is perfectly aligned 
with the edge of the aluminium frame.
Result: an “ONLY GLASS” view from both 
inside and out.  

The ZA 52PC system guarantees high thermal 
and acoustic insulation levels thanks to the 
constant research and development carried 
out by the Company. Profiles, gaskets, and 

accessories are developed together in order 
to create a high-insulation glazing system 
that plays an active part in improving energy 
efficiency and the level of comfort of the entire 

The ZA 52 system allows for a modern 
facade design with lines that are clean and 
simple, but without limiting the constructive 
possibilities of the architectural skin.  The ZA 
52PC system can be adapted with bespoke 

aluminium profiles, the integration of solar 
shading into the facade, and the installation 
of glass panes of over 800 kg in weight. Each 
project becomes unique and stands out from 
the crowd.
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Stick curtain wall

ZA 52 PC system has been constantly revised 
and improved during several years of use. The 
structure is made by aluminium mullions and 
transoms which are fixed together in a crossing 
sequence. The term “stick” refers to the 
factory-cut mullions and transoms which are 
transported to site as loose bars or sticks. The 
crossing-section is 52 mm and the profile depth 
starts from 40 mm and reach up to 450 mm 
with customised profile shape. The insulated 
glass units or spandrels panels are held in place 
by the externally applied pressure plates which 
are fixed with self-tapping screws at 200 mm to 
300 mm intervals and finished off by the external 
cover cappings, which are snapped into place 
by hand/soft mallet.  

System versatility enables to integrate various 
opening types: tilt&turn, outward, sliding or 
parallel. The most common integration is with 
ZA 77 system.

thermal parameters
Facade module
Profile depth

100% visible parts
Glass insulation
Total facade insulation

50% visible parts/spandrel parts
Glass insulation
Glasspanel insulation      
Total facade insulation

Iserimento porta a battente Inserimento finestra a battente

ZA  52PC

Profilo esterno
continuo

Guarnizioni
in EPDM

Materiale ad
alto isolamento
termo-acustico

Vetrocamera
triplo

Montante
profondità 
variabile

performance
Air insulation  AE
Wind pressure 2000 Pa
Water insulation RE1800
Thermal insulation (double glass) Ug 0,97 W/m2k
Thermal insulation (triple glass) Ug 0,65 W/m2k
Acoustic insulation Rw 47-50 dB
Glass weight oltre 1100 Kg

1500x3200 mm  
110 mm

Ug 0,60 W/m2k
Ucw 0,78 W/m2k

Ug 0,60 W/m2k
Up 0,23 W/m2k

Ucw 0,47 W/m2K

features
Profile section 52mm
Pressure plate section 50 mm
Profile depth 40-450 mm
Profile shape Rectangular /customised
Glass thickness 4-70 mm

System detail



An investment is guaranteed when products give 
service in time. The high-performance window ZA 77 
has been developed to resist over the years.

Time Frames 
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ZA 77: consistence 

ZA 77: no compromised in comfort leaving

ZA 77: adaptability

Windows shall guarantee thousands of 
opening and closing over their life circle. ZA 
77 is developed according to this approach 
reaching wide integration among profiles, 

fittings and gaskets. Perfect and constant 
functionality. The rest is unnecessary.   

System characterised by 77 mm profile 
section and wide use of insulation materials 
to reach highest thermal, acoustic and water 
insulation obtainable nowadays. Lower levels 

or technical compromises are not included in 
ZA 77 philosophy.  

The system may be used for “single element” 
(windows) as well as for integrating openings 
in all Zanetti facades namely ZA 52 SG, ZA 
52 PC and ZA 90. This can be done in both 

options: with visible aluminium profiles or with 
“ONLY GLASS” effect. 
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performance

Air insulation 4
Wind pressure C5/B5
Water insulation 9A
Thermal insulation  0,9 ≤ Uf ≤ 1,5 W/mqK
Acoustic insulation  Rw 47-50 dB

features

Frame profile section 77 mm
Sash profile section 87 mm
Glass thickness up to 67 mm
 

thermal parameters
 
Facade module
Profile depth

Glass thermal insulation
Profile thermal insulation
Total facade insulation 

Profilo ad
alto isolamento

Vetrocamera
triplo

Nuova guarnizione
centrale con camere
supplementari

Thermal break aluminium system 
for high insulated windows and 
doors. Cross section of 77 mm 
and 87 mm for frame and leaf 
profile characterised by special 
insulation materials providing 
thermal transmittance up to Uf 
0,9 W/mqk (passive house level). 
Not only technical performance. 
A modern design is guaranteed 
using concealed hinges and 
high-quality fittings.

High performance 
windows and doors

ZA 77

Finestra con doppio battente Finestra 

11230x1480 mm
77-87 mm

Ug 0,50 W/m2k
Ucw 1,4 W/mqK
Uw 0,89 W/m2k

Dettaglio di ZA 77 nel Museo di Bolzano



When height is the challenge.
ZA 52 facade has been developed to 
overcome what would seem impossible.

Beyond all limits
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ZA  90 : quick installation

ZA  90 : modern design

ZA  90 : structural resistance

The ZA 90 system is suitable for extended 
glass surfaces because of its quick installation 
without the need of scaffolding.

The sealing systems are combined to resist 
high wind pressures as well as movement of 
the building.

The assembly system, the lines of the profiles, 
as well as the forms of the accessories, have 
been developed to guarantee high insulation 
performance as well as a modern and 

balanced design. With the structural glazing 
version of the ZA 90 system, the gap between 
glass panes is reduced to 15 mm, offering a 
perfectly smooth surface.

Our main goal with the ZA 90 system was to 
combine elegance of design, performance, 
and resistance. Thanks to a  45° cut profile 
method, use of triple corner joints, and glass 

fixing with an exclusive clip system, the ZA 90 is 
characterised by excellent structural strength. 
The strength which is needed to reach heights 
impossible for other types of facades.
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performance

Air insulation AE
Wind pressure 1200 Pa
Water insulation RE1200

features

Profile section 90 mm
Gap between glasses 15 mm
Profile depth Variable
Glass thickness 6-62 mm
Glass weight over 800 kg

Unitised element installation

The ZA 90 facade is a modular system using prefabricated 
units which is capable of meeting the challenge of the 
highest of buildings.  The units are produced in our factory 
under rigorous quality control systems, from the assembly 
of the frames to the application of the glass panes and 
blind panels.

The frames are produced with a 45° cut profile method and 
triple corner joints, guaranteeing structural strength to the 
maximum levels.  Furthermore, an exclusive mechanical 
glass fixing system avoids the need to produce traditional 
units with glazing beads or structural sealants.

The use of a strong, single frame increases the moment 
of inertia of the facade, therefore reducing the overall 
thickness of the structure and, as a consequence, 
optimising production time and costs of materials.

Aesthetically, the ZA 90 facade is available in its structural 
version without visible profiles, or in the version with visible 
external glazing beads.

The integration of hinged openings into the facade is done 
without compromising the  architectural aspect, neither 
internally nor externally, all the while guaranteeing an 
excellent resistance of the opening itself to the elements.

unitised structural
glazing facade

ZA  90

thermal parameters
 
Facade module
Profile depth

100% visible parts
Glass insulation
Total facade insulation

50% visible parts/spandrel parts
Glass insulation
Glasspanel insulation      
Total facade insulation 

1500x3500 mm  
110 mm

Ug 0,60 W/m2k
Ucw 0,91 W/mqK

Ug 0,60 W/m2k
Up 0,20 W/m2k

Ucw 0,73 W/m2k

Profile on sight version

Single frame 
profile

Glass mechanical 
fixing 

High thermal-acoustic 
performance

Insert of window with structural glass 



Sometimes nature has the upper hand and decorates… but the 
ZA RIV system fits in perfectly in any context and, thanks to 
the use of high quality materials, give prestige to a building.

Elements that enhance
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ZA  RIV : precision

ZA  RIV : strength

ZA  RIV : integrated envelope

The ZA RIV cladding system was developed 
to simplify the installation of panels.  Thanks 
to its modularity and the “JUST CLICK®” 
fixing system, the ZA RIV system completely 

eliminates irregularities in the gaps between 
panels and the non-planarity of the extended 
surface, eliminating the problems of traditional 
installation methods.

The bearing structure and the fixing 
accessories in the ZA RIV system are 
produced exclusively with extruded 
aluminium profiles.  Laboratory tests certify 

a tensile resistance of 400 kg for each single 
fixing element of the panels.
This method  guarantees the greatest safety 
over time.

Thanks to “JUST CLICK®” technology, it 
is possible to integrate cladding and glass 
in the same building envelope without 
adding frames or reducing the performance.  

Forms, colours, and materials can be 
varied and combined according to project 
requirements.



INTEGRAZIONE ZA RIV  E ZA 52
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Perfect integration with ZA 52 facade system

The ZA RIV is a very neat and compact 
facade cladding system without any visible 
joints or stops.

Thanks to the circulation of air that develops 
within the cladding (chimney effect), this 
system substantially improves the thermal 
insulation of the building.

The constructive flexibility of the ZA RIV 
system permits the use of various external 
cladding materials: aluminium, stainless 
steel, zinc titanium alloy, copper, fibre 
cement, marble, brick, and timber.

This is thanks to the the “JUST CLICK®” 
technology, which guarantees strength of 
structure and constructive flexibility.

ventilated cladding 
facade

ZA RIV alucobondZA RIV fibre cement

ZA  RIV

tubular profile
under structure 

 External ventilated 
cladding 

JUST CLICK® 
fixing technology
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Unlike those who only produce the 
systems, we have developed our extruded 
profiles in order to simplify the installation 
of our products, therefore reducing 
delivery times.  Our experience and direct 
control over the production guarantees 
punctuality in all deliveries.

 
You will see it in the eyes of our team.  For 
us, to finish a facade or a cladding work 
is something that fills us with pride, that 
stimulates new ideas, that pushes us to 
continuously improve. After 40 years in 
the field, the enthusiasm of the Zanetti 
family and its staff continues to shine. 
This is a treasure that we make available 
to you.

We have organised our entire method of 
work so as to minimise our operations 
and the people that you have to deal with:  
nevertheless our staff can be contacted 
directly at any time.  The flexibility of our 
business structure allows us to resolve 
problems in a quick and precise manner.  
This is, of course, of benefit to us, but it is 
even more so to you and your projects!

We have here presented only a part of 
what we can offer you.  Please consult 
our catalogue or visit our website for 
further information.  Call us and we will 
only be too happy to organise a meeting 
to present all our products to you and 
discuss your requirements in detail.  
That’s our job.

We have created an internal organisation 
which is dedicated exclusively to after-
sales maintenance, with the goal of 
keeping your projects at full efficiency.  
We will always be available.

The use of aluminium or glass is only a 
solution to functional, aesthetic, and 
performance requirements.  But we do not 
limit our use of materials: our goal is not 
to sell extruded profiles and accessories 
but to propose the most suitable solution 
in every situation.

To enhance a project means to pay 
attention to those details that make it 
unique.  Since the very beginning, our 
facades have been conceived to be 
customised according to the aesthetic 
preferences of the architect or the 
constructive requirements of the client.

Giving value to our precious experience, 
we offer you a Company that is trustworthy 
and professional in all aspects of the 
business. We have already solved the 
problems that others have yet to face.

All our systems are designed in-house, 
taking account of all aspects of our 
products, from production to installation on 
site.  Beware of those that propose facade 
installations without site experience.  One 
partner means simplifying responsibility.

Come and visit our offices and speak 
to our technical staff.  They will be 
delighted to answer all your queries and 
to organise on-site visits so that you can 
appreciate the integrity of our work and 
the dedication of our staff.  You can also 
request information and references about 
our Company.

Ten important  
P O I N T S

Time is precious,
even for us

Passion for our work Direct contact

Ask us anything!Always with youNot just profiles Stands out from the crowd

40 years A single partner

There are no secret



PROJECTS
ZA  52, ZA  90 & ZA  RIV

Acquapark Garda

Piscina Vipiteno

Hotel Falkensteiner - Jesolo



Larivera  Campobasso

Vigna Murata Roma

Fondazione Prada Milano

Volare Milano
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SySTEM EVOluTION

ZA 36

ZA 52 ZA REPlACE ZA wOOd

ZA wAll

ZA 270

ZA 350 ZA GlASS

Minimal design up to 36 
mm to reduce impact of 
aluminium frames.

Solution to replace old glass facade keeping original alumi-
nium structure thanks of customised integrated profiles.

Use of wood to 
match interior 

design requirement. 
Interesting com-

bination between 
tradition of wood in-
side and modernity 

of glass outside.

Evolution of glass 
facade in wall facade 
providing higher 
thermal-acoustic 
insulation perfor-
mance and easier 
installation activity. 

Customised 
solution to 
avoid the use of 
steel suppor-
ting structure. 
Integration of 
concealed steel 
profile as static 
reinforcements.

Aluminium 
mullion with 
oval 150x350 
mm section for 
glass facades 
up to 9,5 m 
height. No 
more need of 
steel supporting 
structure.

Glass mullions for a complete transparent 
facade. Use of “JUST CLICK®” system to 

fix double glazing.

ZA 52 è nato per.... bla bla 
impor essinullest la quo dit inus, 
optatur, quiam, nulliam facea 
ilique non cum explaborro tem 
eos sitaturi rae sum hil mod 
eatemperum fuga. Nempore vo-
luptat quati aut pa quia suntias 
inum dendere ptatur sequam 
erio officiis utatur? Veribusciis 
atis as quia sitet volo offictem 

ZA STEEl

Industrial 
design with 

minimal impact 
thanks of 

reinforced 
aluminium 

profiles.  

ZA SECuRE

Special application using bullet proof double glazing 
and “JUST CLICK®” fixing system. Security, design and 

technical  performance all together.
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acoustic 
insulation

water/air/wind 

insulation

thermal analysis

fixing 

resistance test

fire 

proof te
st

CERTIfICATIONS

Graphic Project

Krealine Studio

Creativity

Gaston Pisoni

Barbara Poli

Photograph

Foto Nadia Baldo

Fotostudio Eheim

Studio Zonacinque

Print

Stampalith s.n.c.

Project protected by copyright

Zanetti policy is one of continuous technological innovation and the Company therefore reserves the right to amend 

any data herein without prior notice. All right reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part is prohibited. 
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